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Engraved Portrait of Spinoza, bound with Opera Posthuma 
Amsterdam, circa 1677 
 
Quarto. (40), 614, (34), 112, (8) pp. Bound with the original free end-
papers in well-executed 20th century quarter calf and marbled boards, with 
four raised bands, gilt title-label and gilt ornaments to spine. Textblock 
edges a bit browned. Copper engraved portrait of Spinoza(after leaf 20).  
Overall Near Fine.  
 
The portrait is somewhat browned and has a tiny repair to the lower outer 
corner of the blank margin, and a small tape repair on the verso of the 
upper right corner – neither affecting the plate. A dynamic image of the 
iconic philosopher and a tremendous scarcity. 
 
Provenance: Ownership inscription on title page of Samuel Parr(1747-
1825), an influential English literary figure who was widely involved in 
intellectual and political life. 
 
According to a handwritten note to front paste down, the book was bound 
by A.N.L. Munby(1913-1974). He worked in the rare book trade at 
Quaritch and Sotheby's before becoming Librarian at King's College, 
Cambridge in 1947. 
 
Opera Posthuma(1677) features the first printing of Ethics - Spinoza’s 
critique of the traditional philosophical conceptions of God, humanity and 
the universe, and of the religions and the theological and moral beliefs 
grounded thereupon – the first systematic exposition of Pantheism.  The 
book received venomous reviews: “A book which…surpasses all others in 
godlessness and which endeavors to do away with all religion and set 
godlessness on the throne.” 
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The portrait displays the dates of Spinoza's birth and 
death(born:11/24/1632, Amsterdam - died: 2/21/1677, The Hague). 
Spinoza appears in a circular frame above a pedestal that bears his name 
and a Latin poem: 
 
“He to whom nature, God and the cosmic order of things were known, 
Here he, Spinoza, may be contemplated. 
Only his visage is displayed, but to portray his mind 
Even the artistry of Zeuxidis would not suffice. 
Seek that out in his written words, where he treats of things sublime. 
Who wishes to know him, read his works.” 
 
Possibly authored by Lodewijk Meijer(1629-1681) or Johannes 
Bouwmeester(1630-1680), both intimate friends of Spinoza. 
 
Known as the “Opera portrait,” Spinoza scholars consider it(along with the 
Herzog August Library’s painting of him) as the only accurate portrait of 
the famed philosopher – comporting with the few contemporary 
descriptions of his appearance which emphasize his modest stature, dark 
eyes and dark curly hair. 
 
Jan Rieuwertsz the Younger(1651/2-1723), the son of the printer of 
Spinoza's works, informed two young German scholars who were sent 
from Halle to the Netherlands in 1704 to learn more about Spinoza’s life, 
Gottlieb Stolle and Dr. Hallmann, about the history of this portrait and the 
poem. Rieuwertsz said that the portrait had been made 3 to 4 years after 
Spinoza's death. He didn’t know the author of the Latin poem - or he didn’t 
want to say, but he knew that Spinoza's friends quarreled about its 
contents.  
 
The portrait’s rarity is primarily due to this Spinoza’s banned status – sellers 
and owners of his work faced punishment. Including it(on which the name 
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of the author is mentioned) in the anonymously published Opera would 
certainly put one in further jeopardy. Consequently, the portrait is seldom 
found in the existing copies of Spinoza's magnum opus – either in the Latin 
or Dutch versions. Jan Rieuwertsz the Younger had been arrested himself 
in May 1695 for selling Spinoza's works, and in the same month the 
notorious bookseller Timotheus ten Hoorn was arrested for the same 
reason and fined. Also, its creation via etching was a more complicated 
and costly technique - limiting the number of copies produced. 
 
This is a significant, compelling rarity of Spinoza material.  
 
$56,800 
 
Ref: 
 
Radical Enlightenment, Israel 
Spinoza im Porträt. E. Altkirch 
A Unique Copy of Spinoza's Nagelate Schriften, Thomas Carson Mark 
 
 
 
___ 
 
Primer Romancero Gitano. 1924-1927[Gypsy Ballads] 
Federico Garcia Lorca 
Madrid, 1928 
 
First edition of one of the most important poetry books of the 20th century 
- Lorca’s melodic masterpiece. Original publisher’s wrappers, uncut.  
 
“…made up of 18 ballads about gypsy life, culture, and customs. The 
ballads reflect the pain of the gypsy people; who lived in the margins of 
society and were constantly persecuted by the authorities…Garcia Lorca 
[chose] the gypsies because he viewed them as the purest representatives 
of Andalusian culture.”(The Greatest Spanish Books) 

A book that most often appears rebound and/or in various states of 
grubbiness. This one is little worn and bright - a rather remarkable survival 
for this small, delicate publication. Two vertical creases along the spine’s 
length, a couple of minor sporadic spots at the wrapper margins, else 
Fine. Esta es una copia increible. 
 
Owner signature on title page noting the book’s purchase from the 1968 
Frankfurt Book Fair. Housed in a custom full red leather case with gilt 
tooled and lettered spine. 

 
‘Lorca was born in 1898 in Fuente Vaqueros, a few miles outside Granada 
in the region of Andalusia in southern Spain. From an early age he was 
fascinated by Spain’s mixed heritage, adapting its ancient folk songs, 
ballads, lullabies, and flamenco music into poems and plays…By the age 
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of thirty, he had published five books of poetry, culminating in 1928 
with Gypsy Ballads, which brought him widespread fame. In 1929-1930 he 
traveled to New York City, which inspired new poetic styles and a new 
focus on social justice. In 1936, at the outset of the Spanish Civil War, he 
was tragically shot to death by anti-Republican rebels in Franco’s army, 
and his books were banned and destroyed. Lorca then took on martyr 
status and his poems became rallying cries for justice and freedom of 
expression…”His one of a kind lyricism and unexpected uses of language 
lead us urgently and directly to the central mysteries of human 
existence.”’(Maurer) 
 
$9350 
 
 
___ 
 
Meteor of a madman whose brief, intense flash inspired a significant art 
movement… 
 
The Lay of Maldoror 
Comte de Lautréamont[Isidore Lucien Ducasse] 
London, 1924 
 
First edition in English of Les Chants de Maldoror. One of 100 hand-
numbered copies signed by the translator and founder of the notorious 
Cassanova Society, John Rodker.  
 
Full vellum. Covers bowed as usual, top half of the front board moderately 
stained, else Very Good. Printed on handmade paper, uncut and 
containing three tissue-guarded plates after the French symbolist artist, 
Odilon Redon.  
 
Excitingly, in the rare dust jacket that’s unrepaired and integral - adjectives 
scarcely applicable to the few surviving ones as they most often look like 
they’ve endured a tortuous journey through Ducasse’s imagined 

hellscapes. Slightly nicked and dusty, spine a shade darker and creased, 
else Very Good.  
 

 
 
‘Isidore-Lucien Ducasse(1846-1870) was a Uruguayan-born French poet 
who, under the pseudonym Comte de Lautréamont, published Les Chants 
de Maldoror in 1869. Although he died as a relatively unknown writer, his 
works resurfaced and became a crucial inspiration for the burgeoning 
surrealist movement in the early twentieth century. It was while reading Les 
Chants de Maldoror that French surrealist André Breton discovered the 
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singular phrase that became foundational to the surrealist doctrine of 
objective chance: "as beautiful as the chance encounter of a sewing 
machine and an umbrella on an operating table." 
 
This metaphor captures one of the most important principles of surrealist 
aesthetic: the enforced juxtaposition of two completely alien realities that 
challenges an observer's preconditioned perception of reality. German 
surrealist Max Ernst would also refer to Lautréamont's sewing machine and 
umbrella to define the structure of the surrealist painting as "a linking of 
two realities that by all appearances have nothing to link them, in a setting 
that by all appearances does not fit them." 
 
Lautréamont’s prose poem is comprised of six cantos that recount the epic 
of the anti-hero Maldoror who seeks to combat the forces of God and 
humanity. The work is full of sadistic, cynical passages that work in 
conjunction with ironic references to classical authors such as Homer, 
Dante, and Shakespeare. Surrealists identified themselves with 
Lautréamont’s use of black humor and celebrated the ways in which he 
defied convention, ridiculed values and standards, and challenged the 
construct of absolute reason.’(Rauner Library) 
 
$1650 
 
___ 
 
Go west, young man… 
 
Report of Hon. T. Butler King, on California. 
T. Butler King 
Washington D.C., 1850 
 
Second edition. Publisher’s original wrappers, including the errata slip. 
Spine and edges chipped, tear to front wrap along half its length, New 
Bedford library stamps on cover and interior. Pages quite clean, a Good 
copy. 

Ordinarily, an overlookable book but look again as this one has a very cool 
provenance. Presentation copy to possibly the original recipient of the 
iconic advice to make a life in the burgeoning part of our young nation. 
 

 
 
Compiled by the Customs Collector of San Francisco(King), this report 
relayed the first official information about the gold strike to the federal 
government. The recipient of this copy, Josiah Grinnell, started life in 
Vermont and New York before finding his way to Iowa. He was a steadfast 
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abolitionist, and once helped John Brown move freed slaves on the 
Underground Railroad to Canada.  
 
Intriguingly, Grinnell, was the target of the iconic advice to “Go west, 
young man,” by another abolitionist and liberal lion of the time, Horace 
Greeley – the one generally credited with coining the phrase. The exact 
origin of the phrase, and the wording of itself to Grinnell remains in some 
dispute - later in life he contended that Greeley actually told him, “Go 
west, this is not the place for a young man,” in reference to “religious 
enthusiasm” in New York. Whatever the case, Grinnell heeded the advice 
and is forever connected to the classic American phrase.  
 
A super-cool provenance for all history nerds. 
 
$575 
 
 
___ 
 
The practicalities of building the nation 
 
The Nicolson Pavement Invented by Samuel Nicolson of Boston, 
Mass. 
Samuel Nicolson 
Boston, 1855 
 
Presentation copy of the first edition of the author’s treatise on his recently 
invented means of roadwork. Stab-stitched in publisher’s wrappers. An 
excellent copy with just a few little spots at some margins, else Fine. Only 
8 copies listed on OCLC, and no appearances in the sales records since 
Truman beat Dewey.  
 
The burgeoning young nation was in need of inventive souls and Nicolson 
made his contribution. 
 

 
 
‘Wood block pavement was more commonly called Nicolson pavement. 
Samuel Nicolson was the superintendent of Boston and Roxbury Mill 
Corporation when he invented the process in 1848. He was trying to solve 
a number of problems related to early paving methods. Nicolson wanted a 
safe, durable, quiet, clean way to pave the streets used by the Mill 
Corporation. He achieved most of these objectives; the only problem with 
his method was durability. The first road lasted seven years before 
requiring replacement. 
 
By 1853, Nicolson had been contracted by the city of Boston to pave a 
number of streets. His method made it to Chicago in November 1856… 
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The wooden blocks used for Nicolson pavement were four by five inches 
wide, and twelve to fifteen inches long. These were laid together loosely 
on the four inch side. Before laying the blocks, a sand foundation was put 
down, upon which boards serving as stringers were placed. The blocks are 
then laid on the boards, and the spaces between the blocks were filled 
with a mix of gravel and coal tar. 
 
Chicago’s Civil Engineer in the 1850s, Samuel Greeley, was 
enthusiastically in favor of Nicolson pavement, writing in an 1859 Tribune 
article: “Wooden pavement…might have great advantages in a city, where 
suitable stone was scarce, where lumber was the great staple of the 
market, and where the foundation was new and yielding.” However, wood 
pavement was not long lasting on heavily trafficked streets…By the 1890s, 
wood pavement was considered by many to be an anachronistic failure. 

During this period, more durable and cost-efficient pavement methods 
like Macadam and Stone blocks came into use. Most notably, wood 
pavement was largely replaced by the Belgian blocks that in some places 
have lasted to this day.’(Forgotten Chicago) 
 
$675 
 
 
 
 
___ 
 
Narrative of a Four Months' Residence Among the Native of a Valley 
of the Marquesas Islands; or, a Peep at Polynesian Life 
Herman Melville 
London, 1846 
 
First edition of the literary virtuoso’s first book - preceding the American 
edition that appeared a month later under the more common title, Typee.  
 

 
 
Original blind-stamped and gilt-lettered cloth, frontispiece map, 16 pages 
of inserted ads at the rear dated March, 1846. The name “Pomare” spelled 
correctly on page 19 rather than “Pomarea” - denoted by BAL as the 
second issue, but the difference now regarded as a pre-publication state. 
Fore-margin of E8 very slightly torn without loss, cloth trivially bumped. 
Lightly penciled owner inscription at the top of the title page, Stephen 
Cracknell, Nov. 1847. Patina of dustiness, else a sublime, Fine copy – the 
cloth bright and unworn, pages fresh as an ocean breeze.  
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The first printing was 4,048 copies, of which only around 1,500 were 
issued in cloth. 
 
‘Typee was originally submitted to Harper & Brothers in New York, but was 
rejected on the grounds that it was too fantastic to be true. Melville's 
brother, Gansevoort, recently appointed Secretary of the American 
Legation in London, took the manuscript to England and persuaded John 
Murray to publish it - provided that Melville supply supplemental factual 
material to make the story seem more realistic. Despite the addition of 
three chapters(XX, XXI, and XXVII) of such material, many continued to 
doubt Melville's veracity. Much, however, was eventually done to dispel 
such doubts, at least in the United States, when on July 1, 1846, the 
Buffalo, New York, Commercial Advertiser published A Letter from Toby. 
This was an attestation by Melville's friend and fellow ship-jumper Richard 
Tobias Greene that the adventures related in the book were indeed true. 
Gansevoort Melville also contacted George Putnam at the London offices 
of Wiley & Putnam, who agreed to publish an American edition to be 
typeset in New York from Murray's proof sheets. Putnam's partner John 
Wiley was offended by many of the passages dealing with sex and 
religion, but was unable to edit the book before it went to press; he 
subsequently pressured Melville to delete the controversial passages for 
the second edition. This "revised version" of the American edition was 
published in August of 1846, and included a "sequel" entitled The Story of 
Toby, an account of Greene's adventures after he managed to escape 
from the island.’(The Life and Works of Herman Melville) 
His genius largely overlooked during his natural life, posthumous 
recognition would be Herman’s path to immortality. He’s an American 
original, a rhapsodic writer, and this is an absolutely sick copy of his 
literary introduction to the landlubber world. 
 
$9,850 
 
 
 

___ 
 
Circumstances Affecting the Heat of Sun’s Rays 
in The American Journal of Science and Arts, Second Series, Vol. XXII — 
November, 1856 - pp. 382-83 
Eunice Newton Foote 
New York, 1856 
 
Octavo(243 x 154 mm). Original printed wrappers, untrimmed. Three 
engraved plates, folding engraved map, woodcut text figures. Some 
sporadic trivial spotting, chipped at head of spine, else scintillatingly Fine.  
 
First printing of the discovery of greenhouse gases - particularly that 
carbon dioxide in the Earth’s atmosphere alters its temperature.  
 
Is there a more significant scientific issue of our time? It’s just the fate of 
our progeny and the planet… 
 
‘In a series of experiments conducted in 1856, Eunice Newton Foote — a 
scientist and women's rights campaigner from Seneca Falls, New York — 
became the first person to discover that altering the proportion of carbon 
dioxide(then called "carbonic acid gas") in the atmosphere would change 
its temperature. This relationship between carbon dioxide and the earth's 
climate has since become one of the key principles of modern 
meteorology, the greenhouse effect, and climate science. However, no 
one acknowledged Foote was the first to make this discovery for more 
than a century, in large part because she was a woman. 
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Entirely because she was a woman, Foote was barred from reading the 
paper describing her findings at the 1856 meeting of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science held in Albany, New York. 
Instead, Professor Joseph Henry of the Smithsonian had the honor of 
introducing her, announcing that science was “of no country and of no sex. 
The sphere of woman embraces not only the beautiful and the useful, but 
the true.” Perhaps this was Henry’s attempt to shield Foote and her 
findings from sexist criticism or, worse, indifference. Unfortunately, 
“indifference” would be the best word to describe how her findings were 
received. 

Not only was Foote not permitted to read her groundbreaking paper, she 
was passed over for publication in the Association’s annual Proceedings. 
Circumstances Affecting the Heat of Sun’s Rays was published in its 
entirety in The American Journal of Science(September 1856) — but even 
then it went unremarked. 
 
The Irish physicist John Tyndall, who is still usually credited with founding 
climate science, three years later made a very similar though more 
detailed investigation into the effect of gases(and carbon dioxide in 
particular) on trapping the sun's heat, but he failed to cite Foote’s 
work. According to Roland Jackson, this was probably because he hadn’t 
read it. “Direct communication about science across the Atlantic was 
sparse in the 1850s,” Jackson writes, “and, as American scientific 
institutions carried relatively little weight in Europe, personal relationships 
were particularly important.” 
 
It was unlikely that an amateur American woman scientist living in the 
environs of Albany during the mid-nineteenth century would have 
connections overseas. Indeed, Foote’s education was eccentric even for 
her era. In the words of John Perlin, who’s been campaigning for years 
now to reinstate Foote in the history of climate science: 
 
While in her teens, Foote attended Troy Female Seminary, whose students 
were invited to attend science lectures at a school that later became 
Rensselaer Technological University. An ex-con named Amos Eaton, who 
had been sentenced to life in prison for fraud but was released after four 
years so he could pursue his life calling as an evangelist of scientific 
education, had started the university. 
 
Eaton believed that men and women should have equal access to 
education in the sciences; definitely a wild idea back in the early 
nineteenth century. To fulfill his goal, he mentored a teacher at the Female 
Seminary, who established the first all- encompassing science curriculum 
for women, one that was equal to or better than any offered to men. Eaton 
also oversaw the construction of chemistry labs at both schools, the first in 
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the world built solely for students. It was here where Eunice developed her 
experimental scientific skills. 
 

 
 
Foote’s seminal experiment was ingeniously homemade. Using four 
thermometers, two glass cylinders, and an air pump, she isolated the 
component gases that make up the atmosphere and exposed them to the 
sun’s rays, both in sunlight and in shade. Measuring the change in their 
temperatures, she discovered that carbon dioxide and water vapor 
absorbed enough heat that this absorption could affect climate: 

An atmosphere of [carbon dioxide] would give to our earth a high 
temperature; and if as some suppose, at one period of its history the air 
had mixed with it a larger proportion than at present, an increased 
temperature…must have necessarily resulted.’ 
 
$16,800 
 
Ref: First Paper to Link CO2 and Global Warming 
        Eunice Foote, David Morrow 
___ 
 
Her greatness in print for the first time… 
 
The Indicator: A Literary Periodical Conducted by the Students of 
Amherst College. Volume II.  
Emily Dickinson 
Amherst, June 1849 - April 1850 
 
Octavo. Half-brown calf over contemporary marbled boards, red speckled 
edges, a well done rebacking, and some rubbing to extremities. Woodcut 
vignette to title page - minor toning and offsetting, a few stray spots 
otherwise remarkably crisp and clean. Fine. Custom clamshell case.  
 
Dickinson's first published work and one of the very few that appeared 
within her lifetime - a tour de force of a valentine(pp. 223-4). 
 
"Sir, I desire an interview; meet me at sunrise, or sunset, or the new moon -
the place is immaterial..." 
 
Published anonymously, it appeared in the February 1850 issue of 
Amherst College's student literary magazine, The Indicator.  With a 
publication lifespan of only 3 years, and annual student enrollment of 
between 166 and 182, the circulation would surely have been quite small. 
This copy signed on the title page by James Buckland – a classmate of 
Emily’s brother, Austin. 
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The valentine was likely intended for George Gould, an editor of the 
magazine. Of modest background, relying on the Charity Fund to pay for 
school, the lanky 6’8” Gould was regarded as one of the most promising 
stars of Amherst. He was a classmate, friend, and fraternity brother of 
Austin – and was also a visitor to the Dickinson household between 1849-
1852. 

 
‘It was a witty send-up of classical learning, biblical rhetoric, current 
political oratory, and discourses on romantic friendship. The identity of the 
“anonymous” author was no secret, since Emily, giving herself away, 
mentions in the verse her dog, Carlo, the black Newfoundland her father 
gave her that winter. Edward, who believed that women should stay out of 
the public spotlight, could hardly have been pleased by his daughter’s 
flamboyant literary debut… 
 
Emily Dickinson was writing, exuberantly experimenting with style and 
voice…she was “in a state of eruption, throwing off the rules her elders 
had pounded into her…” 
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There is no doubt that Emily and George enjoyed an intimate 
friendship…he was the type of sensitive, idealistic young man with whom 
she could share her enthusiasm and, possibly, her poetry. Gould’s 
invitation to Emily to attend a candy-pulling with him has survived; the 
poet preserved it and 25 years later, drafted a poem(Fr 1389) about 
winter’s approach on the back. Beyond this, however, Gould’s role in her 
life remains a matter of speculation… 
 
In a letter to Mabel Loomis Todd, dated February 8, 1894, Gould wrote, “ I 
had quite a cherished batch of Emily’s letters myself kept sacredly in a 
small trunk…which some fifteen years ago mysteriously disappeared…” 
Had they survived, they undoubtedly would have solved the riddle.’ 
 
No other records of this at auction, and there are perhaps six other extant 
copies that I haven’t been able to verify. Satisfactory synonyms for the 
ubiquitous rare book descriptors “scarce” and “significant” elude me – 
really, nothing feels sufficient for this piece. I simply suggest that you 
answer the clarion call of the book-collecting gods to become part of an 
amazing herstory as the next caretaker of this gem. 
 
$24,800 
 
Ref: Critical Companion to Emily Dickinson: A Literary Reference to Her 
Life and Work, Sharon Leiter 
 
___ 
 
The Draft Riots in New York, July, 1863. The Metropolitan Police, 
Their Services during the Riot Week. Their Honorable 
Record.[Inscribed] 
David Barnes 
New York, 1863 
 
First edition of the key contemporary account of the largest riot in 
American history – presentation copy from the Superintendent of the New 

York City Police, John A. Kennedy. The 59-year old superintendent was 
savagely beaten and stabbed by a mob at the city’s draft office. 
Stylishly bound without the rear wrapper by the excellent turn of the 
century New York bindery, Bradstreet’s, in three quarter morocco and 
marbled boards. Elaborately gilt tooled spine, top edge gilt. Joints and 
corners lightly rubbed. Top edge slightly trimmed, front wrapper margins 
lightly rubbed, one small spot on title page, fore-edge, and a few trivial 
sporadic ones, otherwise remarkably clean and crisp pages throughout - 
Fine. 
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Published just 2 months after the events of madness, the volume is drawn 
from police reports, New York Times articles, and eyewitness testimony. 
Utterly scarce – I’ve seen just a couple in the trade and two in sales records 
during the last 100 years – none with any provenance, let alone one of this 
magnitude. 
 
With the passage of draft laws, the bubbling cauldron of economic and 
racial animus overflowed. 
 
‘On the morning of Monday, July 13, 1863, thousands of white workers in 
Manhattan erupted in what’s still the deadliest rioting in American history. 
Mobs rampaged through most of the week in an orgy of savage murder, 
arson and looting. They hung black men from lampposts and dragged 
their mutilated bodies through the streets. They beat and murdered the 
pitifully small squads of policemen and soldiers the city initially mustered—
and grotesquely defiled their corpses as well. It took federal troops to start 
restoring order to burning, rubble-strewn Manhattan that Thursday. The 
published death count was 119, but many New Yorkers believed the 
actual toll was hundreds more. 
 
The immediate spark of the uprising was the start of conscription into the 
Union army that Saturday, July 11, when the names of 1,236 New Yorkers 
were pulled from a wooden drum, nicknamed “the wheel of misfortune,” 
in the draft office at East 46th Street and Third Avenue. The rioting on 
Monday started there and fanned out. 
 
The event has gone down in history as “the draft riots,” but trouble had 
been brewing long before the draft began. In the decades preceding the 
war, large numbers of New Yorkers—workers, businessmen, bankers, 
newspaper editors and politicians—had been adamantly pro-South and 
pro-slavery. Long after slavery was abolished in the state of New York, the 
city’s economy was as dependent on it as any plantation owner was. The 
gigantic international trade in Southern cotton was the key. New York 
banks financed the spread of cotton plantations across the Deep South. 
New York merchants sold plantation owners their supplies. New York’s 

mayor in 1863, George Opdyke, had made a fortune selling them cheap 
clothing they provided slaves. Cotton accounted for a whopping 40 
percent of the shipping in New York harbor. The city’s hotels, restaurants 
and entertainment venues filled up every summer with Southern visitors. 
 
So much of New York’s business community had no desire to end slavery. 
Meanwhile, opportunistic newspaper editors and demagogic politicians 
kept the workers in fear that the end of slavery in the South would flood 
the city with cheap competition for their jobs. A sharp recession and 
widespread unemployment in 1857 deepened their anxieties. 
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Not surprisingly, then, many New Yorkers were hostile to Abraham 
Lincoln. Like their Southern business partners, they were convinced he 
would move to abolish slavery, despite his repeated assurances to the 
contrary. New Yorkers voted two to one against him in 1860. When 
Southern states started to leave the Union after Lincoln’s election, the city’s 
business community begged their clients not to go. Mayor Ferdinand 
Wood seriously suggested that the city should secede along with them. 
 
When war came in the spring of 1861, thousands of New York workers 
signed up to join the fight, lured by the prospects of a weekly pay packet 
as well as a short, glorious adventure. Two years of carnage on the 
battlefield reduced the volunteerism to a trickle. When Lincoln issued his 
Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation in September 1862, New York 
workers launched protests, while soldiers and officers in New York units 
deserted or resigned their commissions, declaring that they’d fight to 
preserve the Union but not to free the slaves. 
 
The workers had other complaints. For all their worrying beforehand, New 
York businessmen soon figured out how to make huge profits from the 
war, giving rise to a showy new class of millionaires, the “shoddy 
aristocracy.” But workers’ wages stagnated, while the price of necessities 
soared because of wartime inflation. A year of protests, often including 
racial violence, preceded the July riots. The final insult came in a provision 
of the conscription law that a draftee could buy his way out of service for 
$300. That was the average worker’s annual pay. Protesting that it had 
become “the rich man’s war but the poor man’s fight,” the workers 
erupted. 
 
Thus the “draft riots” were actually an expression of rage and fear on 
multiple levels. An entire sector of the white population, with grievances 
real and imagined, lashed out in a revolt that was a deadly mix of 
misplaced racial hatred, economic insecurity, and class warfare. Though it 
was more than 150 years ago, there may still be lessons to draw, given the 
ample evidence in recent years and even days of a racial divide as wide 

and deadly as ever.’(John Strausbaugh, White Riot: Why the New York 
Draft Riots of 1863 Matter Today) 
 
$4950 
___ 
 
First experimental study on cocaine…Chi Chi, get the yayo… 
 
Recherches Chimiques et Physiologiques sur l’Erythroxylum Coca du 
Pérou et la Cocaïne. 
Thomas Moreno y Maiz 
Paris, 1868 
 
Bound in contemporary quarter leather and paper boards with 8 other 
rare medical works mainly related to anesthesia. A well-executed 
rebacking with original spine laid down, rear board with some water 
damage, some water stains on the last few leaves and pastedowns - 
heavier on the endleaves, last leaf with a small center hole affecting a few 
letters, textblock slightly trimmed. However, most of the textblock is rather 
clean and overall it’s a Very Good book.  
 
First edition of the first experimental study on cocaine – the earliest 
suggested use of cocaine as a local anesthetic. One lithographic plate 
showing the leaves of the Erythroxylum coca Huanuco along with several 
tables and graphs in the text. Moreno y Maiz was a Peruvian army surgeon 
who went to Paris for post-graduate training. He was a believer in rigorous 
scientific experimentation and his work with cocaine produced “some of 
the most blessed moments of my life.” Limited supplies of coca leaves, 
poor quality refined cocaine, and high prices were sources of 
frustration(some things never change!) during his studies. The body of the 
book contains examinations of cocaine-injected frogs - he later surmises 
on the potential use of cocaine as an anesthetic. His work influenced future 
students of the drug, including Freud.(Refs: A Brief History of Cocaine, 
Karch; Moreno and the First Study on Cocaine, Seigel and Hirschman) 
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The other works as bound before Moreno y Maiz: 
 
- Quelques réflexions sur l'absorption cutanée by Paul-Leonce Flurin, 1864  
- Etude sur les Injections narcotiques Sous-Cutanées by Henri Piedvache, 
1865  
- Essai sur l'anesthésie Locale by Emeric de Vasarhely, 1865 
- De la méthode physiologique en thérapeutique et de ses applications à 
l'étude de la belladone, by     Andre-Isidore Meuriot, 1868 presentation 
copy 
- Considérations et expériences sur la méthode hypodermique by Arthur 
Denis, 1868 
-	Memoria sobre as injecções subcutaneas by Carlos May Figueira, 1867 
- Propriétés thérapeutiques de l'acide picrique et spécialement de son 
emploi comme succédané du sulfate de quinine by Francisque Parisel, 
1868 

- Du mode d'action physiologique des alcaloïdes by Gustave Lemattre, 
1865 
 

 
 

 
A very interesting compilation of works from an important transitional time 
in medical history. 
 
$1950 
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First appearance in print of one of the greatest and most revered novels of 
all time. 

Anna Karenina in Russkiy Vestnik(The Russian Herald) 
Leo Tolstoy 
Moscow, 1875-77 
 
The iconic novel was serialized in 13 installments starting in January 1875. 
This copy was created by a devoted reader who removed all the parts 
containing the story from all 13 issues of the journal and bound them into 
this single volume.  
 
Contemporary half-morocco, rebacked preserving the original gilt 
spine[owner name also in gilt at the bottom in Polish(?)]. Sporadic ink 
marks throughout with heavier ones on the first and last few leaves, some 
general staining and rubbing, some water stains mainly on the later pages. 
Sections of text not from Anna Karenina are covered in paper. Overall, 
Very Good and a crazy survival. Housed in a splendid, red half-morocco 
box with gilt tooled spine.  
 
Issues that contained Anna: 
 
1875: January - April 
1876: January - April & December 
1877: January - April 
 
Collation: pp. [243]-336, [1], [742]-817, [2], [246]-316, [1], [572]- 641, [1], 
[305]-390, [679]-745, [1], [291]-339, [1], [641]-693, [1], [687]-737, [1], [267]-
324, [1], [830]-898, [329]-382, [709]- 763, [1]. [448]-460.  
 
Due to a political disagreement between Tolstoy and the conservative 
journal's publisher, Mikhail Katkov, the last part of the story was never 
printed. Even the excerpt from the May 1877 issue containing the editor’s 
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notes on the non-publication of Part VIII is loosely laid in at the rear of the 
book – another testament to this compiler’s comprehensive dedication to 
amassing any relevant parts of Anna.  
 
“While Tolstoy was writing the Epilogue(Part VIII), news came of the 
uprising of the Serbs and Montenegrins against the Turks, and in April 
1877 Russia declared war on Turkey. By then Tolstoy had expressed 
through Levin pacifist views of the kind for which he was in later years to 
become internationally famous. Katkov demanded revision of the now 
unpatriotic passages; Tolstoy refused to compromise…As he had forseen, 
he was denounced for his lack of patriotic feeling- by Dostoevsky, 
amongst others.”(Thorlby, Tolstoy: Anna Karenina)  
 
A book edition with the final part was published in 1878 and it’s fairly 
obtainable on the market, but this true first printing is a unicorn. I cannot 
find any other examples of this complete first appearance in any records. 
A remarkable literary artifact. 
 
$14,800 
___ 
 
“I write of melancholy, by being busy to avoid melancholy…” 
 
The Anatomy of Melancholy  
Robert Burton 
Oxford, 1621 
 
Quarto(183 x 141 mm). First edition, complete with the errata leaf. 
Woodcut initials and headpieces, typographical ornaments. Small burn 
hole on Qq3 affecting a few letters, a few minor mostly marginal stains. 
19th-century blue morocco gilt, edges gilt, joints strengthened and lightly 
rubbed. Withal, a Near Fine copy with an intriguing provenance. 
 
Pencil notation on rear endpaper noting the purchase of this copy from 
Dawson's, London on April 7th, 1971. Gordon Castle bookplate, Charles 

Larkin signature on front pastedown, and ex-libris Abel Berland(noted 
collector of the finest early English books, particularly Shakespeare). 
Extensive 20th-century notations as neat miniscule cyphers and markings 
crossing text in colored ink attempting to support the Bacon-Shakespeare 
conspiracy(presumably the conspiracist surmised that having been both 
men’s contemporary, Burton hid the conspiracy clues all over his text) – a 
very fitting provenance of derangement for this book. 

 
The classic study on depression by the Oxford clergyman scholar - but the 
book is much more than that. It’s a rich work that touches upon so many 
facets of life with great humor, compassion, and empathy. Burton 
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leveraged every bit of ancient and contemporary knowledge he could 
from the fields of literature, philosophy, and science to create an 
encyclopedic tour de force. He dispenses practical, sage advice on 
keeping melancholy at bay that’s also simply a good way to live – don’t 
remain idle, keep up with friends, practice moderation, etc. We take this 
advice for granted today, but he was ahead of his time. Enormously 
popular in its day and released in numerous editions, it was a favorite of 
Keats, Byron, and Samuel Johnson(helping Johnson with his own 
relentless depression). The book evokes the poignancy of engaging in a 
deep, humorous, soothingly life-changing conversation about the various 
depressing aspects of existence with an empathetic, witty, learned friend. 
It’s one of the greatest achievements in the English language, an 
eminently quotable handbook of life, and simply a wonderful book. 
 
$32,800 
 
 
___ 
 
The Tragedies of Aeschylus Translated. 
Robert Potter - translator 
Norwich, 1777 
 
Quarto(284 × 220 mm), pp. xxviii, [6], 519, [1]. Complete with the half-title 
and list of subscribers. Uncut in the original marbled wrappers! 
Rudimentarily rebacked with minor wear at some corners, else Fine. First 
edition of the first complete English translation of Aeschylus - the first 
English translation of an Aeschylus play was Thomas Morell’s Prometheus 
in Chains(1773), followed by this complete translation. Potter’s efforts 
garnered him wide praise.  
 
A subscriber's copy: Thomas Gooch of Benacre Hall, Suffolk - signed and 
dated by him on the half-title. While woebegone copies of this book can 
be had with decent frequency, ones in original wrappers are a downright 
scarcity(as many books of this vintage are) - I could only locate one in sales 

records. An Olympian copy seemingly gifted by Prometheus to us mere 
mortals. 
 

 
 
“Aeschylus deserves to be seen as the true creator of tragedy. Before his 
plays, only a single actor was positioned onstage at any given time, and 
the chorus was the most important element on stage. The actor could 
wonder aloud or have conversations with the chorus, but there was no 
room for person-to-person dialogue. By adding a second actor to the first, 
he originated the genuine dramatic dialogue, which he made the chief 
part of the play by gradually cutting down the choral parts. He also made 
much greater use of the scenic apparatus than his predecessors. He 
introduced masks for the players, and by vibrant and richly embroidered 
trailing garments, high boots, head-dresses, and other means, gave them 
a grand imposing aspect above that of common men; and he fitted up the 
stage with decorative painting and machinery. All these features became 
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the standard elements of ancient drama.”(UPenn, Greek Drama in English, 
Walton) 

 
This collection features Agamemnon, which contains the famous reminder 
that our inescapable suffering is the harbinger of wisdom… 
 
$2950 
 
___ 
 
Opera 
Tertullian(155-240) edited by Beatus Rhenanus(1485-1547)  
Basel, 1521 

 
 
Editio Princeps, printed by the famed Johann Froben, of the early Christian 
author’s collected works. The Carthaginian was the first church leader to 
write his works in Latin – focusing on the defense of the burgeoning 
religion via various treaties ranging from baptism to heretics. A forerunner 
of Augustine, his contributions helped Christianity’s rise from persecuted 
minority to an influential part of Roman life.  
 
Beatus Rhenanus - German humanist who was close to the Reformation 
but ultimately remained Catholic, and dear friend of Erasmus - relied 
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primarily on two Middle Age manuscripts that he discovered at 
monasteries in Peterlingen and Hirschau.  
 
“Erasmus rejoiced over Rhenanus’ edition of Tertullian and observed that 
Cyprian loved and Jerome praised Tertullian highly. Erasmus saw himself 
suffering the same kind of persecution that drove Tertullian from the 
Church.”(Coogan) 
 
Folio(12 3/4 x 8 1/4 in.). Collation: a6, b8, a-z6, A-Z6, Aa-Dd6, Ee8, Ff-Ii6, 
Kk10. Title page with elaborate woodcut of Lucian's Vitae Aulicae, 
titled Imago Vitae Aulicae by Ambrosius Holbein and used by Froben for 
the first time in his 1518 edition of Erasmus' Historiae Augustae Scriptores. 
Dedication page with another elaborate woodcut depicting the myth of 
Tantalus and Pelops(chopped up, made into a stew, and served to the 
gods) by Holbein the Younger; another border by Jacob Faber with 
designs by Holbein.  
 
Historiated initials throughout. Bound in contemporary full alum-tawed 
pigskin, blind-tooled with papal arms, catches and clasps present, all 
edges stained blue. Some worming - lesser at the beginning and a bit 
more at the end, paper repairs on title page corner and on the last few  
leaves, some contemporary notes throughout. Early ownership stamp 
dated 1681 depicting Saint George slaying the dragon pasted in margin at 
the foot of title. Additional ownership stamp of the Benedictine 
Ochsenhausen Abbey. A Near Fine copy of a really beautiful production. 
Only 4(?) copies in the U.S. and very uncommon in this condition. 
 
$2450 
 
___ 
 
 
Manfred, A Dramatic Poem.  
Lord Byron 
London, 1817 

 
 
First edition, first issue(with no quotation from Hamlet on the title page 
and the printer’s imprint on two lines on verso of title page) in original 
wrappers. Uncut. A couple of stray spots, modicum of chipping to foot of 
spine. Small contemporary London bookseller’s label pasted to corner of 
upper wrapper. An otherworldly Fine copy housed in a red cloth folding 
chemise case. Ex-libris Frank Brewer Bemis(1861-1935) – the Boston 
banker bibliophile who amassed one of the finest collections of American 
and British works, including all four Shakespeare folios. 
 
Heavy in supernatural elements, the nobleman Manfred holes up in his 
Alps castle to cope with torment over his dead love. He summons seven 
spirits to his aid, and gothic tragedy ensues. Byron wrote it during exile 
after rumors of an affair with his half-sister, Augusta Leigh, and was likely 
influenced by his nights brainstorming ghost stories with Percy Bysshe and 
Mary Shelley.  
 
$2650 
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Decadis[The History of Rome] 
Livius, Titus 
Venice, 1501 
 

  
 
Folio(325x213 mm). ff. (20) + 229 + (1, blank). A complete copy! Woodcut 
printer's device(Georgium de Rusconibus/Giorgio Rusconi) and woodcut 
initials throughout. 20th century brown morocco with lettering and top 
edge gilt. Small tape repair at the bottom of leaf 124, some minor foxing 
on a few leaves mainly at the second half of the book, else Near Fine. 
Marginal annotations and underlining in red by Marcus Antonius Coccius 
Sabellicus(?),(1436–1506) – Venetian scholar and curator of the National 
Library of St. Mark’s in Venice. A lovely copy of a very rare edition of Livy - I 
could only locate 1 auction result in the last 150 years and some 10 copies 
in libraries, of which only 2 are in the USA. 

 
 
One of Rome’s greatest writers, Titus Livius lived a contemplative life 
dedicated largely to writing Rome’s history – continually publishing new 
material by popular demand. Only 35 of his original 142 books survived, 
which were eventually divided into decades by later scribes. Taking a 
biased focus on the character and virtue necessary to achieve Rome’s 
greatness rather than pure historical accuracy, Livy’s vivid style was 
nonetheless highly influential on future writers and historians. 
 
$2950 
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Postcards from Around the World 
1890 – c. 1960 
 
Album containing 476 beautifully illustrated postcards spanning seven 
decades. Decorative early twentieth century binding(15.5 X 9.5 in.) - 
shaken, but holding. Very Good. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Many views from Germany, Spain, Netherlands, Copenhagen, England, 
Jersey, Austria, Italy, San Francisco, Edinburgh, Swiss Alps, Geneva, etc. - 
several with charming handwritten messages. Nostalgia in spades. 
 
$475 
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The Migration of Butterflies 
C.B. Williams 
Edinburgh, 1930 
  

 
 
 
A pioneering work as the first truly scientific publication on migratory 
butterflies - by the great British entomologist and Royal Society fellow, 
Carrington Bonsor Williams. 
  
First edition. Original blue cloth - minor bumping to extremities, slight 
spotting to endpapers and textblock edges, otherwise quite sound and 
internally clean containing a host of tables and maps. Near Fine. 
  
Dust jacket - general rubbing/light stains, slight wear at extremities and 
tips. A nice example of the rather rare jacket - Very Good. 

 Ex libris Philip Bertram Murray Allan, noted British entomologist. 
 
$375 
___ 
 
Ein Hungerkünstler(A Hunger Artist) 
Franz Kafka 
Berlin/Leipzig, 1922 
  

 
 
First printing in the October, 1922 issue of Die Neue Rundschau(one of the 
most respected literary magazines of Germany - in publication since 1890). 
A Fine copy in custom clamshell box. 
 
An exacting artist grapples with feelings of alienation born in part from an 
unappreciative audience - a feeling most foreign, no? … 
 
“…he indirectly lifted this piece to significant stature in his oeuvre by 
exempting it from the wish of annihilation that he had decreed for most of 
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his other works. In addition, he chose it as the title story for the last volume 
of stories that he was able to oversee… 
  
Kafka, at the time he wrote this story, was already severely ill with 
tuberculosis of the larynx, very thin, and able to eat only with great 
difficulty. Many have seen his interest in this subject matter arising from his 
physical condition.  
  
The story depicts a circus spectacle that was popular in the latter part of 
the nineteenth century and existed until World War I. Like each of the final 
four stories that Kafka wrote during the last two years of his life, it has as its 
central figure an individual approaching the end of a life that might be 
considered futile. With historical accuracy it portrays a hunger artist, 
whose talent and profession is fasting for pay. Enclosed in a cage, he is 
observed by the public. To the hunger artist, fasting is both art and life.”(A 
Franz Kafka Encyclopedia) 
 
$2450 
___ 
 
A potent philosophical examination of the bleakness of American society 
  
Invisible Man[Inscribed] 
Ralph Ellison 
New York, 1952 
  
First edition, first printing book in early jacket(Gordon Parks' photo of 
Ellison on rear panel, price of $5.95).  Book is Near Fine, jacket is Near 
Fine with minor wear around edges/spine head and tail, tiny nicks here 
and there. An example really better than most – dark dust jackets of this 
era are notoriously prone to wear so this one is a welcome sight.  Housed 
in custom case. 
  
Inscribed by Ellison – “For Fred Goldstein, With thanks for his help and for 
his patience.  Sincerely, Ralph Ellison” 
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A previous bookseller note accompanying this book identifies Goldstein 
as a Random House editor.  He’s an elusive character as we've been 
unable to find records on him, despite contact with eminent Ellison 
scholars and Random House.  Ellison didn’t publish much in his lifetime, so 
it wouldn't require a large imaginative leap to assume Mr. Goldstein 
played a role in the publication of Invisible Man. Either way, he’s clearly 
valued by Ellison and inscribed first printings are relatively rare.  
  
“Ellison’s novel is deeply existential. The nameless protagonist(nameless 
because of the cultural identity the slaves lost when brought to America) 
deals endlessly with alienation and anxiety—conditions Ellison links to the 
harsh realities of being black in America. This protagonist tries to find 
meaning in religion, romance, and revolutionary movements, but 
ultimately discovers that no place is safe. Meaning is illusive when forced 
to live with dehumanization. He finds himself unable to actualize being in a 
society that fails to see his humanity. Ultimately, he makes the conscious 
decision to retreat from life and become in actuality what he is culturally: 
an invisible man.”(Partially Examined Life) 
 
$5350 
 
__ 
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Medieval Deed - A scarce and remarkable relic of Jewish history in Spain.  
Spain, 1355 
  
Sale certificate from Catalan tailor Samuel Andali and his wife Çecri, Jews 
from the provincial capital Lleida(Lérida in Spanish), to priest Guillelmo 
Çagraha for leasing rights on their house in Lacuyraçola(in the Jewish 
quarter of town). The voluminous document is dated March 4th and 6th, 
1355 and written with sepia ink in neat Gothic chancery script occupying a 
rectangular space of about 620 × 295 mm.  It’s a window into late-
medieval private life in Catalan Spain, and provides deep insight into the 
difficult situation that Lérida's Jewish inhabitants found themselves in, 
especially when dealing with Christians.  It’s written in Latin, and in 
accordance with a 1301 law in which King James II ordered that all 
contracts binding a Christian to a non-Christian be written by a Christian 
notary. 
 
Vellum with a total size of 680 x 370 mm.  Verso browned, minimally 
creased, with tiny abrasions.  The text is very crisp and rich, nicely 
contrasting with the vellum. Near Fine. Housed in a modern leather case. 
A stunning piece that would be excellent framed.  Medieval notarial deeds 
of this magnitude and in such an impressive state of preservation are 
rare.  This survival is particularly scarce considering the heavy losses 
suffered by the Jews of Spain during the Black Plague persecutions of 
1348-51, the genocide of 1391, and their expulsion in 1492 - along with 
centuries of destruction in Lerida brought by various wars. 
  
Samuel Andali seems to need cash.  He has a house, but doesn’t want to 
sell it(if he sells it to a Christian, he could be forced to pay a tax equal to 
one-third of the selling price).  The Christian priest Guillelmo Çagraha may 
not lend money with interest.  So, they embark upon a very complicated 
financial package with shifting funds – presumably intended to confuse tax 
officials. 
  
Andali sells leasing rights to his home(an emphyteusis lease) to Çagraha  

for 6 livres and 15 sous(1620 total sous) with Andali to pay an annual rent 
of 3 deniers and 11 sous(135 sous).  This provides Andali a cash infusion 
and Çagraha an annual return of 8 1/3%.  Five witnesses and a notary are 
involved.  Given the sharp contrast between the relatively modest amounts 
at stake, the large number of parties involved, and the material quality of 
the document, one wonders if the transaction did not involve more 
money.  Perhaps, it was also a means for Andali and his wife to guard 
against losing their home by giving a priest virtual ownership of it? 
  
Names of persons cited, in order of appearance: 
  
Jews: 
Samuel Andali - tailor, seller 
Çecri - wife 
Abcaym Affrangi 
Içach Arusti 
Maymonus Andali 
Bonanatus Savoga - guarantor of Samuel Andali 
Salamon Dido - witness 
Bonnin Cinffa - witness 
Astruch Maceronus - witness 
Natan Bellsom 
  
Christians: 
Guillelmo Çagraha - priest of Saint-Laurent de Lérida, buyer 
Petrus della Raç - furrier, witness 
Thomas de Melons - witness 
Nicholas Jordana - notary drafting the agreement 
Pedro IV - the Ceremonious King of Aragon  
 
Ref: A New Document Regarding the Jews of Lerida in the Mid-XIV 
Century, Jean Letrouit 
 
$6950 
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End.  
 
Be Well… 


